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OSCILLATION CRITERIA FOR SECOND ORDER
SELF ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS

GARRET J. ETGEN AND JAMES F. PAWLOWSKI

Let X be a Hubert space and let 3ί = &(%, X) be the
Banach algebra of bounded linear operators from 'M to 'M with
the usual operator norm. Let .:/ be the subspace of $
consisting of the self adjoint operators, and consider the second
order differential system

(1) Y"+P(x)Y = 0

on R+ = [0,°o)? where P: R + ̂  ¥ is continuous. Let <» be the
set of positive linear functionals on 38. The elements of ̂  are
used to derive oscillation criteria for this differential
system. These criteria include a large number of well-known
oscillation criteria for corresponding matrix differential systems
and scalar equations. Extensions of the results to nonlinear
differential systems and differential inequalities are also
discussed.

Appropriate discussions of the concepts of differentiation and
integration of functions from R+ to 35, as well as the existence and
uniqueness of solutions Y: R + -> S8 of (1), can be found in E. Hille's text
[8, Chapters 4, 6, 9].

Let Y= Y(x) be any solution of (1). It is easy to verify by
differentiation that

(2) γ*γ'_γ*,γ*=c (constant)

o n Λ + ( * denotes adjoint). The term conjoined (or prepared) is used to
describe a solution Y for which the constant operator C in (2) is 0. The
solution Y is nonsingular at c, cGJ? + , if

(i) The range of Y(c) is #ί, and
(ii) Y(c) has a bounded inverse.

If one (or both) of these conditions fails to hold at c, then Y is said to be
singular at c. The solution Y is nontriυial if there is at least one c E R +

at which Y is nonsingular. In the case where 3ίf is finite dimensional it
can be shown that a solution Y of (1) is nontrivial and conjoined if and
only if there exists a point b E R+ such that

(i) Y*(6)Y'(&)= Y*'(b)Y(b), and
(ii) Y*(b)Y(b)+ Y*'(b)Y'(b) is positive definite.
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T. L. Hayden and H. C. Howard [7, Theorem 1] have shown that the
set of singular points of a solution Y is closed. A nontrivial conjoined
solution Y of (1) is oscillatory if for each a E R + there is a point c > a
such that Y(c) is singular. A conjoined solution Y is nonoscillatory if
there exists a subinterval [b,oo) of R + on which Y is nonsingular. The
differential equation (1) is oscillatory if it has at least one nontrivial
conjoined oscillatory solution; otherwise (1) is said to be nonoscillatory.

A linear functional g on ^ is positive if g(A*A)^0 for all
A E Sβ. A complete discussion of positive linear functionals on a
Banach algebra is contained in the text [15] by C. E. Rickart. In
particular, it is shown that if g is a positive linear functional on έ$, then

(i) g is bounded (i.e., continuous),

(") llg|l= gCO (I i s the identity operator), and
(iii) | g ( A * β ) | 2 ^ g ( Λ * A ) g ( β * β ) for all A, B E ®.

By letting A = / in (iii), we have

(3) | g ( B ) | 2 ^ g ( / ) g ( β * β )

for all B E Sfi. Thus it follows that g ^ 0 if and only if g(I) > 0. From
this brief discussion it is easy to see that a nonzero linear functional g on
$} is positive if and only if there exists a positive number p = p(g) =
l/g(J) such that

(4) g(B*B)^p\g(B)\2

for all B E 31. Also, it should be clear that g is a positive linear
functional on S? if and only if g ( A ) ^ 0 for all A E $ such that A is
nonnegative definite. Finally, since a positive linear functional is con-
tinuous, we have

g [ £ A(0*] = [ g{A(t)]dt, a, x E R\

whenever A: i? + —•£$ is integrable, and

[ )]}', xER\

whenever B: /?—> Sδ is differentiate.

Let $ be the set of positive linear functionals on 35. Specific
examples of elements of <& are obtained by associating with each vector
a E 2C the linear functional gα on Sδ defined by

(5)
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for all A E £®, where ( , ) is the inner product on $f. It is easy to verify
that ga is positive. Also, if gu g2,

 m- 9gk are elements of ^ and
*u Γ2, ", h are nonnegative numbers, then g = Σ?=1 r^ E cβ. In particu-
lar, ^ is a convex subset of the set of all bounded linear functionals on S8.

In this paper we shall use positive linear functionals on 55 to develop
oscillation criteria for (1), and we shall show how these criteria include a
large number of well-known oscillation criteria for matrix differential
systems of the form (1), as well as for the scalar equation

(6) y" + p(x)y=0.

Extensions of our results to nonlinear differential systems and
differential inequalities of the form (1) are discussed in the final section of
the paper.

2. Oscillation criteria. Our first theorem gives an oscilla-
tion criterion for the differential equation (1). The method of proof and
the manner in which positive functionals are used provide a model for the
other results in the paper.

THEOREM 1. If there exists an element g E $ such that

(7) lim

then equation (1) is oscillatory.

Proof. This proof is based on the proof of a corresponding result
for the scalar version (6) of equation (1) given by W. J. Coles [2].

Let g be an element of $ such that (7) holds, and suppose that (1) is
nonoscillatory. Let Y be nontrivial conjoined solution of (1). Then
there exists a point b E R+ such that Y is nonsingular on [b, oo). Define
the operator Z by

Z(x) = -Y'(x)Yι(x) on [&,oo).

The conjoined property of Y implies that Z is self adjoint. By
differentiating Z and using the fact that Y is a solution of (1), we obtain

Z'(jt) = P(x) + Z\x) on [6, oo).

Therefore

Z(x) = Z(b) + Γ P(t)dt + Γ Z\t)dt
Jb Jb
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and

(8) g[Z(x)] = g[Z(b)\ + g [j* P(t)dt] + g[j*

Since Z 2 is nonnegative definite, I Z\t)dt is nonnegative definite and
ib

g Γ Γz2(t)dt\ ^ 0 on [b, oo). Thus

g[Z(x)] 1= g[Z(b)) + g[f* P{t)dt\ on [b^y

It follows from the hypothesis (7) that g I P(t) dί —>oo as x -^oo, so

that there exists c ^ b such that

on

Therefore, from (8), g[Z(x)] > g Γ Γz:2(ί)rfίl and g[Z(x)] > 0 on [c, oo).

Define the operator W on [b, oo) by

W(JC)= [ Z\t)dt.
Jb

Then, by our results immediately above, together with the basic proper-
ties of the positive functional g, we have

g[Z(x)} > g[W(x)] - Γ g[Z\t)]dt g p Γ {g[Z(t)]Ydt >0

on [c, oo), where p = l/g(/) is the positive number associated with g
according to the characterization (4) of positive linear functionals.

Now W'(x) = Z2(x). Therefore

{g[W(x)]}f = g[W'(x)] = g[Z\x)] ^ p{g[Z(x)]}2 > p{g[W(x)]}\

so that

{g[W(xψ o n [ c o o )

° n lC'
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It follows from this inequality that

and

^ ] o n

since g[W(x)]>0. However, the expression px — pc is obviously not
bounded on [c, o°), and hence we have a contradiction which establishes
the theorem.

According to T. L. Hayden and H. C. Howard [7, Theorem 2],
equation (1) is oscillatory if

inf ( I T P(t)dt)a,a
l |α| |=l \ L J o J

as

This is equivalent to saying that the minimum eigenvalue λo(x) of

P(t)dt has the property Λ0(JC)-> °° as x -> oo. Howard [9, Theorem 1]L
established the same result in the finite dimensional, or matrix, case, i.e.,
Hi - Rn, Euclidean n-space. If we fix any vector a E Sίf, | |α || = 1, then a
determines a positive linear functional ga (see identity (5)), and

λ«,(x) ̂  ( [ [ P{t)di\ α, a) = ga [ £ P(t)dtj.

Thus the results of Hayden and Howard are special cases of our theorem.
W. Allegretto and L. Erb [1] developed oscillation criteria for the

matrix differential system

(9) (JR(JC)Y') '+P(JC)Y = O,

where R and P are symmetric with R positive definite on JR+, and their
result specialized to the matrix version of equation (1) is:

THEOREM A. ([1, Corollary 1). For a sequence of integers
iu h, * * , ifc, where 1^ i{< i2< - < ik = n, let ΣA(x) denote the sum of
all of the entries of the k x k submatrix of A(x) obtained by deleting all
rows and columns except the ih j = 1,2, , /c, rows and columns. Then
equation (1) is oscillatory if

lim Γ %P(t)dt = *>.
x-+™ Jo
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If we let e be the n -component vector with Γs in the iu i2, , ίk

positions and O's elsewhere, then ge( ) = ( e, e), where ( , ) is the
"standard" inner product on R", is a positive functional and ge(Λ) =
ΣA. Thus Theorem A is included in Theorem 1.

Allegretto and Erb's work generalized a result of E. S. Noussair and
C. A. Swanson [14], which stated in terms of the matrix version of (1) is:

THEOREM B. Equation (1) is oscillatory if

lim I pu(t)dt = oo
x ^ * Jo

for some diagonal entry pVι of P.

Theorem B extends a result of Etgen [5, Theorem 2] which states
that (1), in the matrix case, is oscillatory if

limim I trP(t)dt = oo.
-+=c J o

Each of these results is a special case of Theorem 1. For if ex is the
n-component vector with a 1 in the ith position and O's elsewhere, then
geι is a positive functional on the set of n x n matrices, and geι(Λ) =
(Λeneι) = au. Similarly, the functional "trace" is a positive functional
on the set of n x n matrices, and, in fact, for any n x n matrix A,

trA=±ge,(Λ).
ί = l

Finally, it is clear that Theorem 1 is a generalization of the
well-known Leighton-Wintner [12], [18] oscillation theorem for the scalar
equation (6).

The work of Hayden and Howard [7, Theorem 3] suggests the
following extension of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. //there exists a function a E<€(R+) such that a > 0 on

R+ and limx^x I a~\t)dt = oo? and if the operator / , defined by
Jo

(10) J(χ)=
o

has the property that there exists an element g E $ such that
lim^oog[/(jc)] = o°, then equation (1) is oscillatory.
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Proof. The method of proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1, and
so we shall omit most of the details.

Assume the theorem is false and let Y be any nontrivial conjoined
solution of (1). Then Y is nonsingular on the interval [ft,00) for some
ft E i?+, and the operator

exists on [ft, oo). Differentiation of this equation, algebraic manipulation
of the resulting equation, followed by integration yields

(11)

Define the operator W on [ft,00) by

Now, by hypothesis there exists g E S such that limx_αog[/(jc)] =
oo. Thus there is a point c ^ ft such that

on

By differentiating W, and making use of the properties of g as
illustrated in the proof of Theorem 1, we find that g[ W(JC)] > 0 on [c, °°)
and obtain the inequality

Integration of this inequality yields

1 1
g[W(c)] g[W(x)) >P

and contradicts the hypothesis ί a \x)dx = °°.
Jo

Theorem 2 generalizes the result of Hayden and Howard [7,
Theorem 3], as well as that of Etgen [5, Theorem 3]. In the matrix case,
if we let a(x) = x and let ge be the positive functional defined by
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ge(A) = ΣA in the notation of Theorem A, then Theorem 2 gives the
result (again, restricted to equation (1)) of Allegretto and Erb [1,
Corollary 2].

3. Weighted averages. In [3], W. J. Coles introduced the
idea of weighted averages to obtain an oscillation criterion for the scalar
equation (6) which extended a result of P. Hartman [6]. Coles' work
was subsequently generalized by J. W. Macki and J. S. W. Wong [13]
through the use of averaging pairs. In this section we use averaging
pairs to establish for equation (1) the analogue of Macki and Wong's
oscillation criterion [13, Theorem 2].

DEFINITION. A pair of real-valued functions (σ, a) is an averaging
pair if and only if

(i) σE ^(i?+), cr^O, a > 0, and a is absolutely continuous on
compact subintervals of R + ; and

(ii) limx_^ I σ(t)\ I a(s)σ2(s)ds\ ds = *>.

THEOREM 3. If there exists an averaging pair (σ, α), and an element
g G $ such that

where J is given by (10) and Σx: $β —* Sβ is the linear operator defined by

(12) 2 A(x)= [ £ σ(t)dtjl £ σ(t)A(t)dt,

then equation (1) is oscillatory.

REMARKS. If we take σ = a = 1 in Theorem 3, we get that

(13)

implies (1) is oscillatory. This is a generalization of Hartman's result
[6]. Since (7) implies (13), Theorem 3 implies Theorem 1 in this
case. By restricting to averaging pairs of the form (1/α, α), where

a~\t)dt = oo9 we obtain an extension of Theorem 2. Finally,o I
Jo

averaging pairs of the form (σ, 1) provide a generalization of Cole's result
[3, Theorem 1].
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let (or, α) be an averaging pair and let g E $
have the property limx-+πg[ΣxJ(x)] = α>. Assume that the theorem is
false, and let Y and S be the operators specified in the proof of Theorem
2. Consider equation (11) and let V(x)= S(JC) + (a'(x)/2)I to obtain

V(x)= Γ aι(t)V2(t)dt + J(x)+S(b)-J(b).
Jb

By applying the operator Σx, we get

Σ v(x) = Σ Γ *ι(t)v2(t)ώ + Σ J(*)
x x Jb x

Since g[ΣxJ(jc)]->oo as JC-H>°O? it follows that

on [c, oo) for some c ^ ft, which implies

(14) g [ | X σ

on [c, °o). By squaring both sides of (14) and using the linearity of g, we
have

' σ(t)a™(t)g[a-ιl2(t)V(t)]dtJ>{g

The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, together with the properties of g,
namely (4), applied to the left side of this inequality produces the
inequality

(15) ±{j' σ\t)a{t)dt} ( £ g[a-Xt)V\t)]dt}

on [c, oo).

Define the operator W on [fc, °°) by

(ί) f α-'ί= \ σ(
Jl)
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Then, from (14), g[W(x)]>0 on [c,°o). The derivative of W is

W\x) = σ{x)[ a\t)V\t)dt,
Jb

so that

{g[W(x)]}' = g[W'(x)] = σ(x) Γ g[a\t) V\t)]dt
Jb

If we multiply (15) by σ(x) and write the resulting inequality in
terms of the operator W, we get

^ { £ σ\t)a(t)dt] {g[W(x)]}> > σ(x){g[W(x))Y

or

Integration of this inequality together with condition (ii) of the Definition
produces the desired contradiction.

4. Nonlinear systems. Let P: R+ x 38 x 39^39 be con-
tinuous, and consider the second order "nonlinear" differential operator
L defined by

L[Y]= Y'f + P(jc,y, Y')Y.

Nonlinear differential systems of the form

(16) L[Y] = 0,

as well as differential inequalities of the form

(17)

have been considered by a number of authors. See, for example, [4],
[5], [10], [11], [14], [16], and [17]. An examination of these results shows
that the nonlinear systems are defined in a manner such that the methods
developed for linear differential systems can be applied. In this sense,
then, the results presented in this paper can be extended to both (16) and
(17).
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Let Γ denote the collection of functions Y: JR + —> 38 such that Y is
twice differentiable, Y*Y'= γ*fγ On R+, and Y(c) is nonsingular for at
least one c E R+,

We conclude this paper with a statement of the analogue of
Theorem 3 for the nonlinear differential inequality (17). The proof of
this result is, of course, virtually identical to the proof of Theorem 3.

THEOREM 4. // there exists an averaging pair (cr, a), and an element
g E <S such that

^Oc, Y, Y') l = «>
- I

for all Y G Γ; where K: R+x ® x $8 ̂ > 38 is defined by

K(x, Y, Y') = j*{a(t)P[t, Y(ί), Y\t)]-{[a

and Σx is the operator defined by (12), then there is an oscillatory element
YGΓ such that Y satisfies (17), i.e., (17) is oscillatory.
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